




Founded in 1967, TDS is based 
in Knoxville, TN, located o� of 
Sutherland Avenue in a 22,000 
square foot facility. O�ering a 
climate-controlled fabrication 
shop, we can build it, set it up, 
ship it, and store it all under one 
roof!



OUR CLIENTS





TDS Exhibits specializes in the design and construction of custom exhibits using wood, 
metal, plastic, fiberglass, and fabric. We also distribute for several leading manufacturers – 
creating modular displays extensive enough for all our client’s needs. We provide shipping 
arrangements, show service coordination, on-site management, and contract labor for 
set-up and dismantle of your display domestically and abroad.

TRADE SHOW EXHIBITS













In addition to creating physical displays, TDS also provides and develops high quality audio 
visual elements to make your presentation unforgettable. TDS designs and builds AV surrounds, 
as well as programs and manages content for AV components. A TV video wall or touch screen 
kiosk is a great way to tell your story.

AUDIO VISUAL









We work with a wide range of clients to produce custom displays that communicate 
messages beautifully and e�ectively. By incorporating vibrant graphics, dimensional 
elements, and interactivity, TDS excels in creating stimulating, memorable displays for o�ce 
environments and museums.

Museums and Environments

















If you need to take your message to your audience, TDS can do that too. We outfit trailers and 
transform them into unique learning experiences. Vibrant graphics, interactive exhibits, and the 
element of mobility makes memories for all ages.

Traveling Museums













TDS Exhibits provides unique signage solutions to take environments to the next level by 
incorporating dimensional elements, colorful graphics, and striking finishes. From design to 
installation, TDS can supply all your graphic needs.

Graphics and Signage





















We build architectural, topographic, interactive and cutaway models, as well as prototypes. 
Our skilled craftsmen are able to produce quality models within tight deadlines at competitive 
prices. Fabrication capabilities include working with wood, metal, plastic, fiberglass, fabric and 
much more. We can also provide museum-quality cases and platforms to display the models.

Models and Prototypes









Our passion is designing and producing one-of-a-kind projects using metal, fiberglass, plastic, 
wood, laminates, etc. We’ve built all kinds of crazy things, including a 14-foot fiberglass Coke 
bottle, cutaways of helicopter engines, a seven-foot spinning sombrero made of aluminum, a 
Ronald McDonald replica with a 10-foot arm span, a prototype of the leg lamp from the movie 
“The Christmas Story,” a salad bar shaped like a tractor trailer, and more.

Custom Fabrication













3250 Mynatt Avenue Knoxville, TN 37919
(865) 687 - 7067

www.tds-exhibits.com


